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CHANDELIER™
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TYPE:

PROJECT NAME:
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Fig. 1

OFF

INSTRUCTION

- Disconnect the power source.

- Unscrew the handle (A) and lower the canopy (B). (FIG.1)
- Adjust the length of the electric cable by unsheathing and keeping the filaments intact, paying
attention to the safety steel cable. (Fig.1)
- Insert the steel cable into the hole in the bracket, and fix the safety clamp (G) (FIG.1)
- Connect the network cables to terminal (F) according to the polarity, and close the box.
(FIG.1).
- Place the canopy in the ceiling. Screw with care the particular (A), the particular  (G).(FIG.2).
- Screw the safety screw (K).(FIG.2).
- Use the Bumpon x Insert the lamps in the lamp holders.( Fig. 3).

ATTENTION:
The safety of this fitting can only be guaranteed if these instructions are observed, during both installation and
use. They must therefore be conserved.

The products of our production are suitable for the using in usual surroundings
 with standard temperature and humidity levels.
All the operations have to be done by a technician.

CLEANING:
Switch off the power or pull the plug out.
For the periodical cleaning of the lamp use always gloves and a soft cloth (for glossy surfaces) or a feather duster for the

lampshade in fabric or pleated fabric. Don't use aggressive solvents or alcohol.
Avoid absolutely to fold parts which are not expected for folding, in this case welded parts are going to be damaged.

* **
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3 installers

WEIGHT
∅100   Kg 8 / 17.66 lb

-Asta scorrevole
solo in appoggio

-Sliding rod only
in support

CAUTION !!!
-Lift the structure with
delicacy, without 
damaging it
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∅40 foro /hole
Dimension max Gu10


